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Author's response to reviews:

Formatting changes requested

-----------------------------------

Title & Abstract - Please ensure these are identical in the manuscript and in the submission system.
A: Done so

Affiliations - Please place "on behalf of ICTI consortium" after the last author in the list.
A: Done so

Abstract - Abstracts must be structured into Background, Methods, Results, Conclusions. Please remember to also update the Abstract details on the submission page.
A: Done so changes the word objectives into Background both in the attachment manuscript and on the submission page

Manuscript sections - Manuscript sections should include (in the following order): Abstract; Background; Methods; Results; Discussion; Conclusions; Abbreviations (if any); Competing interests; Authors’ contributions; Acknowledgements; References; Figure legends (if any); Tables (if any); Description of Additional files (if any).
A: Introduction has been changed to Background

Material and Methods has been changed to Methods

Figure legends - Please place after the reference list.
A: Done so, both for the Table and Figure legends

Additional files - Please delete all of these and paste your tables into the main manuscript file underneath the corresponding title. Please then move all tables to after the figure legends."
A: This is a bit unclear to me, since there are also figures. I have now done so ONLY for the tables, since this makes most sense, otherwise figure quality is compromised I think...... in addition, also on your website for other manuscripts figures are not included seemingly in the ahead of publication formats.